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Informational & Cause/EffectTask Template 25 — [1 Level]

Section 1: What Task?

TEACHING TASK

L1:  AfterIs the overuse of antibiotics leading to the creation of an untreatale "Super Bug"?

reading  on , write scientific articles and credible news reports antibiotic resistant bacteria a

 that examines the causes of  and explains the effect(s) report resistant strains that this has in

. What conclusions or implications canthe use of antibiotics in medicine and other applications

you draw? Support your discussion with evidence from the text(s).

STUDENT BACKGROUND

The foundation of the current field of biology is evolution based on natural selection. A real

life application of how natural selection works can be investigated in the current discussion

of resistant strains of bacteria.

EXTENSION
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Rubric

Scoring Elements
Not Yet Approaches

Expectations
Meets

Expectations Advanced

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

Focus

Attempts to
address prompt,

but lacks focus or
is off-task.

Addresses prompt
appropriately, but

with a weak or
uneven focus.

Addresses prompt
appropriately and
maintains a clear,

steady focus.

Addresses all
aspects of prompt
appropriately and

maintains a
strongly

developed focus.

Controlling Idea

Attempts to
establish a

controlling idea, but
lacks a clear

purpose.

Establishes a
controlling idea
with a general

purpose.

Establishes a
controlling idea

with a clear
purpose

maintained
throughout the

response.

Establishes a
strong controlling
idea with a clear

purpose
maintained

throughout the
response.

Reading/Research

Attempts to present
information in

response to the
prompt, but lacks
connections or

relevance to the
purpose of the

prompt. (L2) Does
not address the

credibility of
sources as
prompted.

Presents
information from
reading materials

relevant to the
purpose of the

prompt with minor
lapses in accuracy
or completeness.

(L2) Begins to
address the
credibility of

sources when
prompted.

Presents
information from
reading materials

relevant to the
prompt with

accuracy and
sufficient detail.

(L2) Addresses the
credibility of

sources when
prompted.

Accurately
presents

information
relevant to all
parts of the
prompt with

effective selection
of sources and

details from
reading materials.

(L2) Addresses
the credibility of

sources and
identifies salient
sources when

prompted.

Development

Attempts to provide
details in response

to the prompt,
including retelling,
but lacks sufficient

development or
relevancy. (L2)
Implication is

missing, irrelevant,
or illogical. (L3)

Gap/unanswered
question is missing

or irrelevant.

Presents
appropriate details

to support the
focus and

controlling idea.
(L2) Briefly notes a
relevant implication
or (L3) a relevant
gap/unanswered

question.

Presents
appropriate and

sufficient details to
support the focus

and controlling
idea. (L2) Explains

relevant and
plausible

implications, and
(L3) a relevant

gap/unanswered
question.

Presents thorough
and detailed

information to
strongly support
the focus and

controlling idea.
(L2) Thoroughly

discusses relevant
and salient

implications or
consequences,
and (L3) one or
more significant

gaps/unanswered
questions.

Organization

Attempts to
organize ideas, but

lacks control of
structure.

Uses an
appropriate

organizational
structure to
address the

specific
requirements of the
prompt, with some

lapses in
coherence or

awkward use of the
organizational

structure.

Maintains an
appropriate

organizational
structure to
address the

specific
requirements of the

prompt.

Maintains an
organizational
structure that

intentionally and
effectively

enhances the
presentation of
information as
required by the
specific prompt.
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Conventions

Attempts to
demonstrate

standard English
conventions, but

lacks cohesion and
control of grammar,

usage, and
mechanics.

Sources are used
without citation.

Demonstrates an
uneven command

of standard English
conventions and
cohesion. Uses

language and tone
with some
inaccurate,

inappropriate, or
uneven features.

Inconsistently cites
sources.

Demonstrates a
command of

standard English
conventions and

cohesion, with few
errors. Response
includes language

and tone
appropriate to the

audience, purpose,
and specific

requirements of the
prompt. Cites

sources using an
appropriate format

with only minor
errors.

Demonstrates and
maintains a

well-developed
command of

standard English
conventions and

cohesion, with few
errors. Response
includes language

and tone
consistently

appropriate to the
audience,

purpose, and
specific

requirements of
the prompt.

Consistently cites
sources using

appropriate
format.

Content
Understanding

Attempts to include
disciplinary content
in explanations, but

understanding of
content is weak;

content is
irrelevant,

inappropriate, or
inaccurate.

Briefly notes
disciplinary content

relevant to the
prompt; shows

basic or uneven
understanding of

content; minor
errors in

explanation.

Accurately
presents

disciplinary content
relevant to the

prompt with
sufficient

explanations that
demonstrate

understanding.

Integrates relevant
and accurate
disciplinary
content with

thorough
explanations that

demonstrate
in-depth

understanding.
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STANDARDS

Kentucky — Biological Science

SC-HS-3.4.6: Students will understand that in all organisms and viruses, the instructions for

specifying the characteristics are carried in nucleic acids. The chemical and structural

properties of nucleic acids determine how the genetic information that underlies heredity is

both encoded in genes and replicated.

SC-HS-3.5.1: Students will predict the impact on species of changes to 1) the potential for a

species to increase its numbers, (2) the genetic variability of offspring due to mutation and

recombination of genes, (3) a finite supply of the resources required for life, or (4) natural

selection; and propose solutions to real-world problems of endangered and extinct species.

Common Core Anchor Standards — Reading

R.CCR.1: Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical

inferences from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support

conclusions drawn from the text.

R.CCR.2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development;

summarize the key supporting details and ideas.

R.CCR.4: Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining

technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices

shape meaning or tone.

R.CCR.6: Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.

R.CCR.7: Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including

visually and quantitatively, as well as in words.

R.CCR.10: Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently

and proficiently.

Common Core Anchor Standards — Writing

W.CCR.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and

information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis

of content.

W.CCR.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and
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style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

W.CCR.5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing,

rewriting, or trying a new approach.

W.CCR.9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection,

and research.

W.CCR.10: Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and

revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks,

purposes, and audiences.

Custom Standards
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Section 2: What Skills?

Selected Skills

Preparing for the Task

TASK ENGAGEMENT: Ability to connect the task and new content to existing knowledge,

skills, experiences, interests, and concerns

TASK ANALYSIS: Ability to understand and explain the task's prompt and rubric.

Reading Process

TEXT SELECTION: Ability to identify appropriate texts

ACTIVE READING: Ability to identify the central point and main supporting elements of a

text.

ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY: Ability to apply strategies for developing an understanding of

text(s) by locating words and phrases that identify key concepts and facts, or information.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Ability to use and credit sources appropriately.

NOTE-TAKING: Ability to read purposefully and select relevant information; to summarize

and/or paraphrase.

Transition to Writing

BRIDGING: Ability to begin linking reading results to writing task.

Writing Process

CONTROLLING IDEA: Ability to establish a controlling idea and consolidate information

relevant to task.

PLANNING: Ability to develop a line of thought and text structure appropriate to an

information/explanation task.

DEVELOPMENT: Ability to construct an initial draft with an emerging line of thought and

structure.

REVISION: Ability to refine text, including line of thought, language usage, and tone as
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appropriate to audience and purpose.

EDITING: Ability to proofread and format a piece to make it more effective.

COMPLETION: Ability to submit final piece that meets expectations.
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Section 3: What Instruction?

MiniTasks

Preparing for the Task

TASK ENGAGEMENT: Ability to connect the task and new content to existing knowledge,

skills, experiences, interests, and concerns

LIST

In a quick write, write concepts, vocabulary and ideas that you think are important

concerning this task. Add some notes of things you know about this issue.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

Students are able to list concepts, vocabulary and ideas from previous units of study.

Teaching Strategies:

• Link this task to earlier class content.

• Discuss student responses.

• Clarify timetable and support plans for the task.

NOTES

After watching a news clip concerning antibiotic resistance (MRSA) topic students

will write a reflection on why this topic is important to them.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

Students produce a written reflection and participate in classroom discussion.

Teaching Strategies:

Engage students with topic

elicite student reflection

classroom discussion

TASK ANALYSIS: Ability to understand and explain the task's prompt and rubric.

SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Explain in your own words what this task is asking you to do. What are the important

features of a good response to this prompt?

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

Student have a writen product and they participate in discussion.
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Teaching Strategies:

• Share examples of type of text students will produce (either from past students or

from professional writers).

• Pair students to share and improve their individual bullets.

• Create a classroom list: Choose one student to share a few ideas on the board, and

ask other to add to it.

Reading Process

TEXT SELECTION: Ability to identify appropriate texts

LIST

For each text, list the needed bibliographic information. Add bullets on why you think

the work is credible and/or worthy of study.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Identifies author, title, publisher, date, and any other needed information (for

example, the volume for a periodical or the editor for an anthology).

• Includes reasonable evidence that work is credible and/or worthy of study.

Teaching Strategies:

• Provide citation guide and discuss why each element of citation is needed.

• Ask students to brainstorm what makes an author credible and/or worthy of study.

• Provide access to research sources for students to assess the texts.

• Note: for an “after researching” task, add teaching and time for students to select

the texts they will use.

ACTIVE READING: Ability to identify the central point and main supporting elements of a

text.

NOTES

Teacher will provide a Graphic Organizer in which students will actively take notes

while they read.

• L1 What is the author trying to accomplish? Which parts of the text show you that?

• L2 What competing arguments have you encountered or can you think of?

• L3 What historical or current examples can you note that relate to the task prompt?

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Answers questions with credible response.
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Teaching Strategies:

• Invite students to brainstorm ways to figure out any author’s intent.

• Invite students to share and discuss their answers for each text.

• After the discussion, allow them to add to their entries.

ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY: Ability to apply strategies for developing an understanding of

text(s) by locating words and phrases that identify key concepts and facts, or information.

LIST

List words and phrases essential to the texts. Add definitions, and (if appropriate)

notes on connotation in this context.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Lists appropriate phrases.

• Provides accurate definitions.

Teaching Strategies:

• After scoring, ask some students to share definitions of terms that others

overlooked or misunderstood.

• After scoring, be willing to provide direct instruction or guide a close reading if

needed to work through a key phrase most students missed.

SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Vocabulary Triangles-

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

None

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Ability to use and credit sources appropriately.

LIST

As a class we will create standards of academic integrity which will include defining

"plagiarism" and list ways to avoid it.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides accurate definition

• Lists several appropriate strategies
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Teaching Strategies:

• Discuss respect for others’ work to assemble evidence and create texts.

• Discuss academic penalties for stealing others thoughts and words.

NOTE-TAKING: Ability to read purposefully and select relevant information; to summarize

and/or paraphrase.

NOTES

From each text, make a list of the elements that look most important for answering

the prompt. Do what you need to do to avoid plagiarism.

This may be accomplished through a Graphic Organizer.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Identifies relevant elements.

• Includes information to support accurate citation (for example, page numbers for a

long text, clear indication when quoting directly.

Teaching Strategies:

• Teach a model format for note taking.

• Check that early student work is in the assigned format (or in another format that

gathers the needed information effectively).

• See Teacher Notes for Graphic Organizer

Transition to Writing

BRIDGING: Ability to begin linking reading results to writing task.

LIST

In a graphic organizer, write about what you know now that you’ve read about the

potential harm of resistant strains of bacteria.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

Create a list and share with

Teaching Strategies:

• Discussion-based strategies, such as seminar.

• Small group discussion using question.
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Writing Process

CONTROLLING IDEA: Ability to establish a controlling idea and consolidate information

relevant to task.

SHORT CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Write an opening paragraph that includes a controlling idea and sequences the key

points you plan to make in your composition

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Writes a concise summary statement or draft opening.

• Provides direct answer to main prompt requirements.

• Establishes a controlling idea.

• Identifies key points that support development of argument.

Teaching Strategies:

• Offer several examples of opening paragraphs.

• Ask class to discuss what makes them strong or weak.

• Review the list that students created earlier to identify needed elements.

PLANNING: Ability to develop a line of thought and text structure appropriate to an

information/explanation task.

OUTLINE

After analyzing a model, you will create an outline based on your notes and reading

in which you state your claim, sequence your points, and note your supporting

evidence.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Creates an outline or organizer.

• Supports controlling idea. Uses evidence from texts read earlier.

Teaching Strategies:

• Provide and model one or more examples of outlines or organizers.

• Invite students to generate questions in pairs about how the format works, and then

take and answer questions.

•See Teacher Created Sample Outline in Teacher Notes

DEVELOPMENT: Ability to construct an initial draft with an emerging line of thought and
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structure.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Write an initial draft complete with opening, development, and closing; insert and cite

textual evidence.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides complete draft with all parts.

• Supports the opening in the later sections with evidence and citations.

Teaching Strategies:

• Encourage students to re-read prompt partway through writing, to check that they

are on track.

REVISION: Ability to refine text, including line of thought, language usage, and tone as

appropriate to audience and purpose.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Refine composition’s analysis, logic, and organization of ideas/points. Use textual

evidence carefully, with accurate citations. Decide what to include and what not to

include.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Provides complete draft with all parts.

• Supports the opening in the later sections with evidence and citations.

• Improves earlier edition.

Teaching Strategies:

• Teacher will model useful feedback that balances support for strengths and clarity

about weaknesses.

•Students will provide each other with feedback on rough drafts using a peer review

template.

EDITING: Ability to proofread and format a piece to make it more effective.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Revise draft to have sound spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and grammar. Adjust

formatting as needed to provide clear, appealing text.

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:
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• Provides draft free from distracting surface errors.

• Uses format that supports purpose.

Teaching Strategies:

• Briefly review selected skills that many students need to improve.

• Teach a short list of proofreading marks.

• Assign students to proofread each other’s texts a second time.

COMPLETION: Ability to submit final piece that meets expectations.

LONG CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE

Turn in your complete set of drafts, plus the final version of your piece

Scoring Guide: work meets expectations if:

• Fits the “Meets Expectations” category in the rubric for the teaching task.
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1110L

1300L

1190L

Resources

Selected Articles

Antibiotics aren't the only weapons.

New Scientist (6/11/2011)—MacKenzie, Debora

The article discusses how new treatments other than antibiotics need to be developed to

treat superbugs. The article focuses on a German outbreak of E. coli that could not be

screened using normal methods nor treated with regular antibiotics. The article discusses

the nature of the E. coli from the outbreak, the idea of vaccinating against the toxins that

bacteria release that cause deleterious effects, and using phages to kill bacteria. INSET:

THE RISE OF THE SUPERBUG.

The Enemy Within.

Scientific American (Apr2011)—McKenna, Maryn

The examines the pattern of antibiotic resistance that is spreading around the world and the

dangers to public health. According to the author, a pattern of resistance has emerged

among a group of bacteria, called gram-negative bacteria, that threatens to render common

infections untreatable. Topics include an overview of research on a strain of the bacterium

Klebsiella pneumoniae that contained a previously undetected gene, which caused it to be

resistance to the antibiotics commonly used to treat Klebsiella infections, the concern among

scientists regarding gram-negative bacteria resistance to drugs of last resort, called

carbapenems, and the resistance genes New Delhi metallo-beta-lactamase (NDM-1) and

Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase (KPC). INSETS: Global Threat;Exacting Protocol.

The killers all around.

Time (9/12/94)—Lemonick, Michael D.Nash, J. Madeleine

Offers an overview of new viruses and drug-resistant bacteria that are reversing human

victories over infectious diseases. Examples, including AIDS, Ebola virus and hantavirus;

Microbes' ability to adapt to antibiotics and to reproduce in as little as 20 minutes; How drug

resistance develops; Transfer of toxin-producing genes; How viruses emerge from the wild;

The world's deadliest diseases.

GERM WARFARE.

Nutrition Action Health Letter (Oct2008)—Morris Jr., J. Glenn

The article discusses the emergence of drug-resistant microorganisms. Invasive

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) affect roughly 94,000 people in the U.S.

each year, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Antibiotic-resistant

bacteria are spreading beyond the hospital. In June 2008, researchers at the University of

Iowa found MRSA in 70 percent of the pigs on 10 farms in Iowa and Illinois and in 45
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1260L

1090L

percent of the workers on those farms. INSETS: SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST;SEX & THE

SINGLE BACTERIUM;SIMPLY RESISTIBLE;BACTERIAL OR VIRAL?

THE Superbug IN YOUR Supermarket.

Prevention (Aug2009)—Woodard, Stephanie

The article investigates the spread of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) in

the food supply and offers advice to avoid the strain. It explains how the MRSA strains

flourish, such as in hospitals, hog farms as well as in nasal passages. In the U.S., MRSA

accounts for more than half of all soft-tissue and skin infections in emergency rooms (ER). It

notes that overuse of antibiotics in humans caused ordinary staphyloccocus to become

resistant. Tips on reducing MRSA risk exposure in meat are offered. INSET: HOW TO STAY

SAFE.

Uploaded Files

INFORMATIVE ESSAY OUTLINE.docx
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/1490981939_May_14_2012_103927874.docx)

Template for informative essay outline.

KWL Worksheet.pdf
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/1613442066_May_14_2012_105654876.pdf)

KWL worksheet used for students to be actively engaged with the text they are reading.

PeerEditingWorksheet.pdf
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/717676068_May_14_2012_105725624.pdf)

Peer editing worksheet.

ReadingAnticipationGuide.pdf
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/1483753639_May_14_2012_105821629.pdf)

Anticipation guide; another active reading strategy for the students to use in order to be

engaged with the text they are reading.

RateYourComprehension.pdf
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/830441355_May_14_2012_105940160.pdf)
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Adaptation

Evolution

Heredity

Natural Selection

Bacteria

Antibiotic Resistance

Rate your comprehension worksheet. This worksheet has students to re-read difficult

passages and then rate their level of comprehension after each passage. After the final

reading, they then summarize what they read.

VocabQuadrants.doc
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/2117079094_May_14_2012_110105228.doc)

Vocabulary quadrants; strategy for students to develop understanding of content vocabulary

and terms encountered in their reading/research.

BlankFrayerModel.doc
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/1750238610_May_14_2012_110137521.doc)

Frayer Model; vocabulary strategy.

VideoandInternetResearchGraphicOrganizer.pdf
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/754882435_May_14_2012_110246817.pdf)

Graphic organizer that is used to help the students organize the information presented to

them through video clips or internet research.

Vocabulary Triangles.docx
(http://literacybytechnology.s3.amazonaws.com/teacherresourceuploads/869/133531997_May_14_2012_15232531.docx)

Vocabulary triangles; this strategy increases understanding of vocabulary by requiring

students to come up with relationships between a set of 3 key terms.

Keywords
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overproduction

genetic variation

Mutation

Links*

Superbug in Supermarket (970L)

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E386wAzSI0s&feature=fvsr)

CBS News Clip

History of AntibioticResistance (670L)

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NENooWWn7h4&feature=related)

5 min.Introduction to antibiotic resistance

* These Lexile measures were computed automatically and did not undergo human review.

They are not certified measures and should not be published or recorded in any way.

Other Resources
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Section 4: What Results?

Classroom Assessment Rubric

Not Yet

Focus Attempts to address prompt but lacks focus or is off-task.

Reading/Research Attempts to present information relevant to prompt.

Controlling Idea Controlling idea is weak and does not establish a purpose and/or address a research question.

Development
Tends to retell rather than present information in order to answer questions, solve problems;
lacks details to develop topic. *L2 Implications are weak or not relevant to topic. L3 Does not
identifies a relevant gap or unanswered question.

Organization Applies an ineffective structure; composition does not address requirements of the prompt.

Conventions
Demonstrates a weak command of standard English conventions; lacks cohesion; language and
tone are inappropriate to audience and purpose.

Meets Expectations

Focus Addresses prompt with a focused response.

Reading/Research Presents and applies relevant information with general accuracy.

Controlling Idea
Establishes a controlling idea that states the main purpose and/or question for the tasks. L2
Addresses the credibility of sources.

Development
Presents sufficient information in order to examine or convey topics or issues, answer questions,
solve problems; identifies salient themes or features; explains key information with sufficient
detail. *L2 Discusses relevant implications to topic. L3 Identifies a gap or unanswered question.

Organization Applies a generally effective structure to address specific requirements of the prompt.

Conventions
Demonstrates a command of standard English conventions and cohesion; employs language
and tone appropriate to audience and purpose.

Classroom Assessment Task

No Classroom Assessment Task for this module

Exemplar Work

Uploaded Files

StudentSample2A.pdf (Meets Expectations)

Student work; meets expectations

StudentSample3A.pdf (Advanced)

Student work; advanced
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StudentSample5A.pdf (Meets Expectations)

Student work; meets expectations

StudentSample7A.pdf (Approaches Expectations)

StudentSample8.pdf (Not Yet)

StudentSample8A.pdf (Approaches Expectations)

StudentSample6A.pdf (Meets Expectations)

StudentSample1A.pdf (Approaches Expectations)
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Comments

Author Notes

Other Comments
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